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SONNET STRUCTURE IN SIDNEY'S ' ASTROPHEL 
AND STELLA ' 

BY R. G. WHIGAM AND 0. F. EMERSON 

Too little attention has been paid to the varied and interesting 
forms used by Sidney in his sonnet cycle Astrophel and Stella. 
Besides, the statements about them have not always been accurate. 
Thus Schipper (Engl. Metrik ii, 847) says there are four hexa- 
meter sonnets when there are six of this character (1, 6, 8, 76, 77, 
102). He places fifty-two sonnets in the largest division, based 
on the rime scheme, when there are fifty-nine at least, and probably 
sixty. Other evidences of less careful statement may also be found, 
so that there seems ample reason for another examination of this 
important and influential sonnet cycle." 

Sidney's favorite rime scheme in the sonnets is abba abba cdcd ee, 
which is found in fifty-nine, possibly sit examples. They are 2, 
8, 9, 11, 12, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 23, 27, 28, 30, 31, 32, 34, 37, 
38, 41, 44-47, 49, 51-57, 59, 60, 64, 67-9, 72, 76, 79, 82-86, 90-93, 
95, 96, 97, 99, 104, 105, 107, 108, possibly 71. This enumeration 
assumes that final y(ie) with secondary stress may rime with words 
like be, me, thee on the one side, as in 69, 83, 84, 86, 90, 96, 107; 
or less commonly with words like die, lie, as in 32, 99. For the 
first compare the rimes thee-miserie (67), be-melodie, me-thank- 

'In connection with the hexameter sonnets of Sidney may well be noted 
an extraordinary bit of subjective criticism, which we have not seen men- 
tioned. We note it, because so often subjective criticism can not be readily 
disproved. When the subjective critic asserts of some poet, " This combina- 
tion of consonants, or these vowels, indicate the sorrows of so-and-so, or 
the beauty of her eyes, or what not," one can only say poetry is too great 
an art to need factitious praise. In this astonishing example the proof is 
at hand. In his History of English Prosody i, 149, footnote, Saintesbury 
says: 

'It is most noteworthy that the famous line- 

" Fool! " said my Muse, " look in thy heart and write," 

dscards the lumbering top-hammer of the other thirteen, as if the Muse 
had applied the uncomplimentary epithet to them also." 

For the disproof of this bit of pure subjectivity, it is only necessary 
to examine the sonnet itself. 
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fully (84).2 For the less common rime see die-historie (32), eye- 

armory, lie-harmony (99). 
Such variation in rime technique, found in much Elizabethan 

poetry and even later, depends upon the development in late Mid- 
dle and early Modern English of ME. -i(ie) in final syllables bear- 
ing secondary stress. Middle English stressed -(ie) became diph- 
thongic ai (by, die, espy), as ME. e became i (be, me, degree). 
Middle English secondarily stressed -i(ie) seems to have had a 
double development, sometimes following its stressed fellow in 
retaining long quantity and becoming diphthongic, sometimes re- 
taining its original quality (i of machine) but with shortening to i 
(hit)." The latter only has persisted in modern standard English, 
but both were probably known even in the Elizabethan age, as 
shown by many rimes like those above cited. We have a mod- 
ern parallel in double pronunciations of the final secondarily 
stressed syllable in words like crystalline, Palestine, and dialect- 
ally genuine. 

In connection with this first large group of Sidney's sonnets, 
consideration of sonnet 71 as a possible sixtieth example should be 
given. As it stands, with interior octave rimes of be-thee, sover- 
eigntie-flie, the rime scheme would seem to be abba acca, a form 
nowhere else found in Astrophel and Stella, and uncommon to say 
the least elsewhere. We might assume that Sidney was himself 
misled by the possibility of sovereigntie riming with both be on the 
one side and flie on the other, without realizing that it could not 
rime with both and give the usual abba abba structure to the octave. 
More likely, it seems to us, Sidney wrote flee in the fourth rime 
and the scribe or printer, misled by the subject night-birds before 
it, made it flie. We would therefore suggest emending the sonnet 
in this manner, and listing it with Sidney's favorite form. This 
would make the first division of the sonnets contain 8ixty, instead 
of fifty-nine examples. 

I The text of the sonnets used is that of Pollard, based on the folio of 

1598, with readings of the quartos in the notes. 
"Such rimes are common enough in Spenser. Compare harmony-sky- 

hy-dry (F. Q. i, i, 8); bee-thee-perplexitie-free (st. 19); flyes-applyes- 

enemies-lyes (st. 38); ivory-lye-enemy-quickly (st. 40). To cite earlier 

examples, such rimes as fle-liberte (Lydgate's Churl and Bird 86-8) per- 

sisted when liberte became liberty. So such a rime as Lydgate'a regallye- 

modefye (Mum. at Hert. 145-6) persisted when the words had become 

MnE. regally-modify. 
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This emendation even with such a subject as night-birds, is sup- 
ported by the occasional use of flee for fly (flie) in all periods. 
Some of the present tense and many of the past fled for flew might 
be cited from the Elizabethan age. Thus in Love's Labour's Lost 
ini, 66, flee is used in rime with thee to describe the flight of a 
bullet. Spenser has two such examples in rime, as this of cobwebs 
(P. Q., ii, xii, 77): 

Nor the fine nets, which oft we woven see 
Of scorched deaw, do not in th' aire more lightly flee. 

In Shep. Cal., June, 24, it is used of birds, as by Sidney: 

Nor elvish ghosts, nor gastly owles do flee. 

There need be no hesitancy, therefore, in assuming that Sidney 
may have written flee in rime with words like be, thee, even though 
more exact language would require flie (fly). 

The second most common scheme in Astrophel and Stella is that 
of abab abab cdcd ee, the octave having alternate ab rimes while 
the sestet is the same as in the first division. Here belong t8 son- 
nets, not 15 as Schlipper says, that is, 1, 7, 20, 24-6, 33, 36, 39, 
42, 50, 65, 66, 70, 74, 77, 101, 102. Here also the rimes of e(be) 
and secondarily stressed final y(ie) occur in sonnets 7 and 41, while 
in 26 the rime words astrologie, eternitie, skie, hie 'high' indicate 
the secondarily stressed ie-rimes as intended to have the diph- 
thongic ai of high. Any other interpretation of the rimes gives to 
sonnet 26 an octave with the exceptional, and I believe wholly 
improbable, scheme abab acac. In other words, interpretation of 
the rimes in accordance with common Elizabethan practice places 
the sonnet in this second large class with little question. In sonnet 
73 the rime is-miss is assumed to be perfect or intended for perfect, 
as the same or similar rimes in 43, 73, 80. 

A third scheme, abba abba ccd eed, is found in 9 sonnets, that 
is in 48, 58, 63, 78, 80, 98, 100, 102, 106. This requires the older 
reading late-wrate 'wrote ' at the beginning of the sestet in sonnet 
58, as with the folio and quartos, not the modernized wrote as some- 
times printed. Compare Spenser's drave, strake, wrate, all with 
older long a instead of o in the past tense. In the octave of 78, be 
rimes with final secondarily stressed ie words, as often in other 
places. 

The remaining sonnets belong to very small divisions, two of 
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four each, probably two of two each, and nine of individual pecu- 
liarities. The first division of four sonnets has the rime scheme 
abab abab cod eed, as in 3, 61, 73, 88; the second that of abab baba 
cdcd ee, as in 5, 10, 43, 75. This implies that the octave rimes of 
5 (serve-swerve-carve-starve) are correct by the pronunciation of 
er as ar in the first two, a common pronunciation in Elizabethan 
English. Compare the spelling swarve in Spenser (F. Q. x, x, 14; 
ii, viii, 30, 36, and xii, 76; III, i, 11). Otherwise sonnet 5 would 
have the quite exceptional type abab bobc dede ff, and this seems 
improbable. In 43 also the rime room-come of the last couplet is 
assumed to be perfect, or sufficiently so for the purposes of rime. 

The first of the divisions of two sonnets each, sonnets 81, 87, 
has the rime scheme abab baba cod eed. The second probable 
group of two (4, 62), with the rime scheme abab abab ccd ced, 
depends upon a slight emendation of a single rime in the sestet 
of the second sonnet. In this sestet occur the rimes authority-flie- 
be-beggary, in which flee would suit the sense even better than a 
similar emendation in sonnet 71. The sentence as it now stands 
reads, 

Wild (= willed) me these tempe8ts of vaine love to flie. 

It is easy to believe that Sidney here wrote the better word flee, 
and that scribe or printer, misled by the rime with authority, 
altered it to flie. It would seem that the emendation might be 
proposed with some confidence.4 

' A similar example is found in Henry Constable's Diana, the tenth 

sonnet of the second decade. Constable, as is well known, was a friend of 

Sidney, and usually used Sidney's more common sonnet form abba abba 

cdcd ee. In the sonnet noted, the interior rime words of the octave are 

flic-be-divinitie-me, the first rime word in a line apostrophizing the sun: 

When night approacheth, wherefore do you flie? 

Here, as in Sidney's sixty-second sonnet, flee is the better word. More- 

over, in all these cases a manuscript flie and flee might easily be confused. 

We may therefore reasonably infer that Constable also wrote flee. 

For the possibility of a manuscript error in the Sidney sonnets especially, 

see the statement of the first publisher Newman, in the first edition of 1591: 

" For my part, I have been very careful in the printing of it; and where- 

as being spread abroad in written copies it had gathered much corruption 

by ill writers, I have used their help and advice in correcting and restor- 

ing it to his first dignity that I know were of skill and experience in 

those matters." 
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The 9 sonnets which are left have individual rime schemes, but 
may be grouped according to their octaves as follows. Six have 
Sidney's favorite abba abba scheme, but with varied sestets: 

abba abba ced eed (15); 
abba abba cddc ee (22); 
abba abba edde ce (29); 
abbs abba ccd ced (40); 
abba abba abab ab (89); 
abba abba cded cd (94). 

The curious arrangement in 89 is due to the use of two rime words 
only, night and day, upon which Sidney plays in various fashion 
after a not uncommon practice in Elizabethan England. 

The second group of three sonnets has agreement in two of its 
sestets, but is otherwise varied as follows: 

abab baba ced eed (6); 
abba baab cddc ee (13); 
abab abab eddc ee (36). 

If sonnets 62 and 71 are excluded from the classes to which they 
have been assigned with the slight emendations suggested above, 
they would form a group by themselves by reason of their unusual 
schemes: 

abab abab ccd eed (62); 
abba acca dede ff (71). 

A summary for the octave and sestet forms used by Sidney may 
be worth while. The Italian octave scheme abba abba occurs in 74 
sonnets, or 75 if sonnet 71 is counted as belonging to the first large 
class. These are the first and third classes and sonnets 15, 22, 29, 
40, 89, 94. The octave with alternate ab rimes throughout is found 
in 25 sonnets, the second large class of 18, together with sonnets 
3, 4, 35, 61, 62, 73, 88. A third scheme abab baba was used in 7 
sonnets, that is 5-6, 10, 43, 75, 81, 87, while abba baab is found 
once in sonnet 13. 

The most frequent sestet arrangement is the quatrain and coup- 
let, cded ee, in 82 sonnets These are found in the first and second 
large groups, including 71, and sonnets 5, 10, 43, 75. This favorite 
sestet arrangement of Sidney, it will be seen, is rather that of Sur- 
rey than Wyatt, the latter preferring the rime scheme cddc ee. 
The sestet order next in frequency with Sidney, ccd eed, is found in 
17 sonnets, those of the third group and 3, 6, 15, 61, 73, 81, 87, 88. 
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Three sestets have the arrangement ccd ced, as in sonnets 4, 40, 62; 
and three that of cddc ee, the usual Wyatt sestet, as in 13, 22, 35. 
Single variants of the sestet scheme are found in 29, 89, and 94. 

Sidney composed twenty sonnets besides those of Astrophel and 
Stella. Of these 16 appear among the Miscellaneous Poems of the 
Miscellaneous Works (Gray), and 4 in the Arcadia (FeuiWerat). 
This assumes that the second sonnet on p. 225 of the Miscellaneous 
Works was by Edward Dyer, rather than Sidney, as Anthony 
Wood asserts. In these twenty sonnets Sidney used the English 
or Surrey rime scheme 13 times, that is in all those of the Arcadia 
and in 9 of the others. Of the remainder, two have Sidney's favor- 
ite scheme abba abba cdcd ee (p. 216), and one each the schemes 
abab abab cdcd ee (p. 230) ; abab baba cdcd ee (p. 222) ; abab baba 
bccb cc (p. 249), a quite unusual form. There is no certainty 
about when these sonnets were composed, as compared with those 
of Astrophel and Stella, but the Arcadia sonnets were doubtless 
earlier, and perhaps the others also. We may compare Spenser's 
use of the English sonnet form during his earlier years, and his 
later development of a form characteristically his own. 

Western Reserve University. 
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